INTRODUCTION
Resolution of conventional marine seismic data is adversely affected by its limited frequency bandwidth due to the interference from the ghost reflections at the sea surface. Great efforts have been made to improve both temporal and spatial resolution of seismic data in both acquisition and processing stages.
In the acquisition stage, innovative techniques have been developed in the recent years, aiming to reduce the effect of receiver side ghost by means of varying receiver depths along the streamer. However, it is important to note that only towing a variable depth-streamer does not attenuate the receiver side ghost. The variation of receiver depths along the streamer simply scatters the notch frequencies, and the ghost effect may be reduced to some extent by stacking. Before the stacking process however, all those receiver ghosts are still present in the data, highlighting the need for an appropriate pre-stack deghosting process.
Sophisticated broadband seismic data processing techniques and algorithms have now been widely adopted in routine processing for marine seismic data obtained with concurrent acquisition configurations ranging from flat cable to depth varying streamers. In broadband processing, ghost energy is removed from each trace to effectively retrieve the frequency contents lost due to the ghosting effect at both low and high ends. Marine seismic resolution has greatly benefited from this technical advancement and has resulted in the recovering of the bandwidth from 3 or 4 Octaves to 5 or 6 Octaves for recently acquired marine seismic data.
On the flip side, broadband processing with legacy data is challenging due to the lack of critical information such as accurate receiver depths. Moreover, in some cases a severe low cut filter was applied in the field instruments. An immediate question would be whether applying this technique to legacy seismic data can bring the same achievement. Legacy processing workflow normally regarded low frequencies < 6Hz and those above ghost notches as noise. This paper presents a strategy of broadband processing by pre-stack deghosting for 3D and 2D legacy marine seismic data using examples of real data from offshore Australia and New Zealand. The improvement achieved with this method is encouraging for interpretation.
METHOD
The mechanism of ghosting process for marine seismic data is quite straightforward and a ghosting operator can be mathematically expressed as (Masoomzadeh et al 2013) :
Where r is the reflection coefficient of the water surface and t is the delay time between a main signal and its ghost determined by
Where d is the depth of either the source or receiver, v is the water velocity and  is the angle along which the ghost reflection is propagating as shown in Figure 1 .
SUMMARY
Broadband seismic processing has been proven in marine seismic data obtained with new acquisition techniques. However, we are challenged with what can be achieved towards improving the bandwidth of many legacy seismic data in our library, of which the acquisition configuration and parameters were lacking of information for proper broadband processing requirements, such as accurate receiver depths. This paper demonstrates some of the broadband processing techniques we applied on legacy 3D and 2D data to bring out the bandwidth and improve the quality of the signal of legacy seismic data.
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The main uncertain parameter in Equation 2 is depth, both source depth and in particular receiver depth. With concurrent acquisition techniques, detailed source and receiver depths information are recorded. On the other hand, the challenge with legacy data broadband processing is the lack of accurate information such as receiver depths. To address this problem we present here a strategy consisting of the following stages;
1. Deterministic deghosting 2. Stochastic deghosting 3. Statistical deghosting At deterministic deghosting stage, the nominal source and receiver/streamer depths are utilized as the guidance for optimal parameterization for deghosting. The process is further optimized through the stochastic processing stage where the optimal combination of source, receiver depths, and reflection coefficients is searched for in a stochastic manner. Finally, if necessary, the deghosting result could be finely tuned with a statistical processing where the remnant ghosts and other spectral defects including bubble effect are treated.
EXAMPLES
The first example illustrated in Figure 2 to Figure 6 is the legacy data from Cazadore survey (North West offshore, Western Australia). Figure 3 is the PSTM stack section after deterministic deghosting of the data shown in Figure 2 . It can be seen that the ghosting effects have been significantly removed. However, some ringing is also introduced due to the inaccuracy in deghosting parameters especially in the receiver depths. To address the ringing problem, stochastic deghosting is applied. During this process, the deghosting parameters such as source and receiver depths, reflection coefficients with respect to the angular frequency and slowness are searched for an optimal combination of all the parameters under investigation. The resulting PSTM stack section is shown in Figure 4 , and it is observed that the ringing effect has been relieved with the application of stochastic deghosting.
Further improvements are achieved through the application of statistical deghosting which is basically applying a large scale deconvolution operator designed with the consideration of geological and statistical information. The result from this stage is shown in Figure 5 , and it can be seen that some remanent ghosts and bubble energy have been addressed. The second example is a 120 channel 2D legacy data set that was acquired in 1991 with a streamer length of 3000m from an area in offshore New Zealand featured with its complex geology settings. A harsh band pass filtering of 8 to 128 Hz was applied in the field and the signal-to-noise ratio is overall poor. Figures 6 and 7 show stacked sections before and after deghosting process respectively. The deghosting has greatly improved the quality of the stack in Figure 7 , and it is believed that this improvement is resulted from the effective expansion of the frequency band width by deghosting.
We have illustrated the frequency spectra of the stack section in Figure 8 . The green curve shows notches around 65 and 80 Hz which have been restored after deghosting process shown by the Red curve. The deconvolution process also has increased the high end spectrum by approximately 15 dB. Figure 9 is a migrated stack section from the vintage processing, and the new migration stack with broadband processing is shown in Figure 10 . The signal to noise improvement and wider bandwidth achieved through broadband reprocessing is encouraging, and geological features that are hardly visible in the old version are now visible in the reprocessed version.
CONCLUSIONS
With the application of a robust processing-based deghosting technique it is observed that significant improvement in the interpretability can be achieved for legacy data, even if the data is somewhat out dated in comparison to newer acquisition techniques developed for broadband seismic.
